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X-ray resonant magnetic study of CePtSn
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Abstract

The antiferromagnetic ground state of the equiatomic ternary intermetallic compound CePtSn was studied by means of X-ray resonant
magnetic scattering. The CeL2 edge signal shows that below the Néel temperature (∼ 7.5 K) an incommensurate magnetic structure with
the propagation vectorq1 varying monotonously between (0 0.415 0) atTN and (0 0.417 0) at 5.0 K is present. AtTM = 5 K, the magnetic
propagation vector locks in, and an additional Fourier component develops atq2 = (0 0.47 0). Polarization analysis was used to determine the
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irection of the ordered Ce moments. Near the PtL3 edge, only non-resonant scattering could be observed, suggesting the induced
t the Pt site to be negligible, as also indicated by band structure calculations.
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

CePtSn belongs to the family of ternary Ce compounds
xhibiting intriguing electronic properties due to the com-
etition of the RKKY interaction, the Kondo effect, and the
rystal field (CF) interaction. The experimental value of the
haracteristic Kondo temperature for CePtSn,TK ∼ 10 K, is
lose to the Ńeel temperatureTN = 7.5 K [1]. CePtSn under-
oes a second magnetic phase transition atTM = 5.0 K.

CePtSn has been studied by a variety of techniques, includ-
ng �SR [2], neutron scattering[3,4] and Mössbauer spec-
roscopy[5]. The magnetic structures and the nature of the
agnetic phase transition atTM remain undetermined. The
im of the present study is to answer these open questions.

The first neutron diffraction experiment[3] indicated
n incommensurate magnetic structure with propagation

1 = 0.418b∗ atTM < T < TN andq2 = 0.466b∗ belowTM
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and magnetic moment of (0.84± 0.08)�B at T = 2 K and
(0.60± 0.06)�B at T = 4.8 K, respectively. These resu
are in contradiction to the zero-field�SR spectra[2] that
display coherent oscillations indicating a locally comm
surate ordering. A semi-quantitative model[6] describes th
magnetic structure of CePtSn as a simple antiferromag
one with q = (0 1/2 0) with additional spin slips induce
by the crystal field interaction[7]. Representation analys
of the symmetry-allowed magnetic structures suggests
the single-k commensurate structure belongs to theΓ3 ir-
reducible representation of the space groupPnma in the in-
termediate temperature region. With decreasing temper
also theΓ2 representation is present[6].

2. Experimental

Single-crystalline sample of CePtSn, used previo
in a neutron diffraction experiment, has been grown
tetra-arc furnace by a modified Czochralski method u
Ar atmosphere from a stoichiometric melt of constitut
materials.
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The X-ray resonant magnetic scattering technique
(XRMS) is a powerful method for the study of magnetic or-
dering in solids. The magnetic scattering cross-section can
be enhanced by several orders of magnitude by tuning the
incident photon energy to resonances at absorption edges[8–
11], in particular theM4,5 edges of actinides and theL2,3
edges of lanthanides. Furthermore, the angular and polariza-
tion dependence of the resonant cross-section may be utilized
to obtain information about the orientation of the magnetic
moments[12–14].

The synchrotron experiments were carried out at the mag-
netic scattering beamline ID20 of the European Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (ESRF). The samples were mounted on
the cold finger of an Orange type liquid He bath cryostat. The
base temperature of this configuration was approximately
1.7 K.

For most of the magnetic diffraction experiments pre-
sented in this report the photon energy was tuned to the maxi-
mum of the E1-resonance at the CeL2 edge (6.164 keV). The
incident X-rays were polarized parallel to the horizontal scat-
tering plane (� polarization), and a LiF(2, 2, 0) crystal was
used to analyze the polarization of the scattered beam. Ad-
ditional measurements were performed at the PtL2,3 edges.

3. Results
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Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of the integral intensity of the two
characteristic magnetic reflections in CePtSn (panel a) and of their reciprocal
space position (panel b).

3.2. Polarization analysis

Polarization analysis was used to determine the direction
of the ordered Ce moments. The magnetic resonant contribu-
tion to the coherent scattering amplitude in the electric dipole
approximationfXRES

nE1 can be written as[12](
f�

f�

)
= iF (1)

(
0 k̂ · ẑ

−k̂
′ · ẑ (k̂

′ × k̂) · ẑ

)(
ε�

ε�

)
(1)

whereF (1) is an amplitude factor,̂k andk̂
′
the incident and

scattered beam directions,ẑ the unit vector in the direction
of magnetic moment, andε� andε� represent the incident
polarization of the beam.

Since the incident polarization used in the present experi-
ment was�, the magnetic resonant scattering amplitudes for
� and� polarized scattered beam are

f� = k̂ · ẑ

f� = (k̂
′ × k̂) · ẑ.

(2)

Therefore, the signal in the�→� channel is proportional
to the magnetic moments in the scattering plane, whereas
the �→� channel contains information on the perpendicu-
lar component of the magnetic moment. More detailed data
can be obtained by varying the relative orientationẑ of the
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Upon cooling through the Ńeel transition, superstructu
eflections of the formG ± (0 q 0) with q1 ∼= 0.42 develop
G is the reciprocal lattice vector). BelowTM a second famil
f reflections atG ± (0 q 0) with q2 ∼= 0.47 appears. The
re consistent with long range antiferromagnetic order as
iously observed by neutron scattering[3,4]. In the follow-
ng, we present a detailed study of the magnetic pea
0 2± q1,2 0) and (0 3− q1,2 0).

.1. Temperature dependence

The temperature dependence of the magnetic reflec
0 2− q1,2 0) of CePtSn is summarized inFig. 1. The data
ere taken at the CeL2 resonance. They confirm the
ults of our neutron diffraction studies but due to the m
etter Q-resolution of the XRMS method, give further

ormation on the behaviour of the magnetic structure in
ompound. The magnetic signal shows that below theéel
emperature (∼ 7.5 K) an incommensurate magnetic str
ure with the propagation vectorq1 varying monotonousl
etween (0 0.415 0) atTN and (0 0.417 0) at 5.0 K
resent. AtTM = 5 K, the magnetic propagation vector loc

n, the position and intensity of theq1 satellites remai
onstant.

Furthermore, an additional Fourier component deve
t q2 = (0 0.47 0). The intensity of theq2 peaks is approx

mately 1/20 of theq1 peak. There is no observable cha
n the width of the reflections and it appears that both m
ations coexist microscopically.
agnetic moments and the incident and scattered bea
ectionsk̂ and k̂

′
. This “azimuthal scan” technique is oft

sed for studies of orbital and/or quadrupolar order. In
xperimental configuration changing the azimuth requ
arming up and remounting the sample, therefore only
ettings were explored (seeFig. 2): theb–c anda–b scattering
lanes.

As can be seen fromFig. 3, in the intermediate tem
erature rangeTM < T < TN the magnetic peak intens

or Q = (0 2+ q1 0) is in the �→� channel, i.e. i
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Fig. 2. Two scattering geometries used in the present experiment.Θ is the
Bragg angle.f� ∝ µ̃ ‖ SP, i.e.b–c plane in geometry (a), anda–b in geom-
etry (b).f� ∝ µ̃ ⊥ SP, i.e.a-axis in geometry (a) andc-axis in geometry
(b).

corresponds to a magnetic moment along thea-axis. The
second Fourier component atQ = (0 3− q1 0) has opposite
polarization, being entirely in the�→� channel. This
corresponds to magnetic moment confined in theb–c plane.
Data from the second geometry (seeFig. 3c) shows the
confinement in thea–b plane, thus indicating theb-axis
direction. This magnetic peak originates from a lattice re-
flection forbidden by glide-plane extinction rule suggesting

F d line
r y
(
m
t
p
c

antiferromagnetic orderingwithin the lattice unit cell along
theb-axis.

The q1-related reflections remain belowTM where
also magnetic satellites corresponding toq2 magnetic
propagation appear. Also in this case the (0 2 +q 0) and
(0 3− q 0) magnetic reflections have opposite polarization.
In the b–c scattering plane (SP) geometry they probe
the Fourier components perpendicular to the scattering
plane, i.e. along the crystallographica-axis. In thea–b SP
geometry (Fig. 3c), all peaks appear in the�→� channel,
indicating that all probed Fourier components ˜µ lie within
the SP. This is consistent with ˜µ‖a for (0 2 + q1 0) and
(0 3 − q2 0), and implies ˜µ‖b for (0 3 − q1 0) and (0 2+
q2 0).

4. Discussion

The observation of the (0 3− q1,2 0) magnetic reflections
and the deduced orientations of the magnetic moment Fourier
components allow us to make further conclusions on the
magnetic structure of CePtSn. In the intermediate magnetic
phase (TM < T < TN) we have one ferromagnetic Fourier
component oriented along the crystallographica-axis and
one antiferromagnetic Fourier component oriented along the
b-axis. The only combination of the symmetry-allowed basis
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ig. 3. K-scan of the representative magnetic reflections. The dashe
epresents the Brillouin zone boundary atk = 2.5. In the first geometr

∗
a + b), for Q1 = 2.418b the signal is in the�→� channel which means
oments perpendicular to the scattering plane (|| a-axis). ForQ2 = 2.585b∗

he signal is only in the�→� channel and the moments in the scattering
lane (b–c plane). In the second geometry (c) all signal is in the�→�

hannel, i.e. all magnetic moments are in the scattering plane (a–b plane).

e tering
c at the
P and
b

ectors corresponds to theΓ2 irreducible representation
he space groupPnma.

Similarly, the second magnetic propagation appearin
ow TM has one ferromagnetic Fourier component parall
heb-axis and an antiferromagnetic one along thea-axis. This
ase corresponds to theΓ3 irreducible representation. O
esults contradict the assignment of theΓ3 irreducible repre
entation to the intermediate andΓ2 to the low-temperatur
hase given in Ref.[6].

From the intensity ratio of the two Fourier compone
n the intermediate temperature range we could deduc
ngle between the local magnetic moment in thea–b plane
nd the crystallographicb-axis to be (3.7 ± 0.7)◦.

Further inspection of the symmetry-allowed magn
oment configuration for the two irreducible representat
f the (0k 0)-type reflections studied here (Γ2 andΓ3) reveals

hat the structure factor vanishes for thec-axis componen
f the magnetic moment so that our measurements ar
ensitive to an eventualc-axis contribution. Macroscop
agnetization measurements however show thec-direction
s the hard axis therefore noc-axis component of th
agnetic moment is expected.
A more detailed data analysis based on the irredu

epresentation analysis will be published in the n
uture.

In the present experiment, we have also studied the PL3
dge. Near the absorption edge, only non-resonant scat
ould be observed suggesting that the induced moment
t site is negligible, as also indicated by XMCD results
and structure calculations[15].
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